General Instructions for Full Papers/Abstract Submission:

Final/Full Paper submission is optional: If you don't want your Abstract/full paper to be published in the CONFERENCE Abstracts & Proceedings CD (with ISBN number) and only want to present it at the conference, it is acceptable.

Page limit: There is a limit of 6-8 pages for a final/full paper. Additional page is chargeable.

Paper language: Final/Full papers should be in English.

Templates: "Final paper template", "Final abstract template"

All the final papers should be uploaded to website online system according to "the final paper template" as word doc. or docx, since this will be the camera ready published version. Please note that, final papers that are not uploaded to online System as a word doc./docx after the opening of final paper submissions according to the template above, will not be published in the CONFERENCE Abstracts & Proceedings CD (with ISBN number).

If you want to submit only your Abstract:

If you want to publish only your abstract (it is also optional) in the CONFERENCE Abstracts & Proceedings CD (with ISBN number), upload your abstract again according to the final abstract template as word doc. or docx.

If you also don't want your abstract to be published in the CONFERENCE Abstracts & Proceedings CD (with an ISBN number) and only want to present it at the conference, it is also acceptable.
How to Submit your Abstract / Full Paper:

Please read the instructions below then submit your Abstract/ Full Paper (or just final abstract) via online conference system:

- **STEP 1:** Please download the Abstract /Final Paper Template and submit your final paper exactly according to the template: CONFERENCE Final Paper Template in word format (.doc /.docx). See a final abstract template formatted according to the template.
- **STEP 2:** Please assure that Abstract/ full paper follows exactly the format and template as described in the final paper template document below since this will be the camera ready published version. All final papers should be written only in English and “word document” as .doc or .docx format.
- **STEP 3:** You can submit your final paper(s) to the online conference system only by uploading/ Resubmission your current submission.
- **STEP 4:** After logging/using submission ID in the online conference system, click on "Resubmission" link at the bottom of the page.
- **STEP 5:** After "Re submission page" opens, upload your abstract/ final paper (it should be MS word document -doc. or docx-).

About Journal Publication:

All accepted papers will be included in the conference proceedings which will be published in one of the author prescribed Scopus Indexed/ SCI Indexed journals.
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